[Recurrent respiratory diseases in children].
The review deals with recurrent respiratory diseases in children. The concept of frequently ill children is characterized and the properties of the pathogens are described. The factors promoting development of recurrent respiratory diseases, including hereditary predisposition (mother health condition) are indicated and the genetic determination of the recurrent diseases associated with the blood group is shown. Development of immune dysbalance evident of changes in the cellular humoral immune response and in the factors of nonspecific resistance, that characterize changes in the local immunity in such children leading to chronic pathologic processes, is concerned. The effect of the atopic conditions and allergic diseases on the severity of respiratory pathology is stated. Interaction and mechanisms of development of neuroendocrine and immune systems are described. Cycloferon is shown to be useful in correction of impaired immune resistance in frequently ill children that promotes less frequent episodes and shorter terms of recurrent acute respiratory diseases per year.